
 

   
The City of Kelowna is involving stakeholders and the community-at-large in the development of a 
plan for the Civic Block. In April, planners met with key stakeholder groups affected by development 
in the area to identify issues and explore opportunities to enhance community living, drive economic 
vibrancy, and continue the revitalization of downtown. Feedback from these meetings is helping to set 
the direction for the plan and future engagement activities with the community. Visit 
www.kelowna.ca/mydowntown to read notes from the sessions as they are completed.  

 
Housing and Social 
Meeting on April 27, 2015 
 

• Lack of activity contributes to greater presence of vulnerable populations in the area 
at night. A greater mix of retail and residential will create a village feel and 
contribute to more activity in the area outside of business hours. Encourage small 
business to increase economic vibrancy and contribute to a sense of community. A 
market space (i.e. farmer’s market space and food vendors) will encourage daily 
activity. More celebrations like Canada Day increase animation. 

• New residential buildings need to encourage street activity. Madison and Monaco 
buildings are examples of developments that invite users to enter the building through 
underground parking and gated entry points.  Tower development does not encourage 
‘neighborly’ interactions and foster natural human interaction. Younger professionals 
are seeking a ‘relationship’ with their community.  Consider mid-rise town homes with 
shop fronts into the concept for areas with height restrictions. 

• Civic uses cannot dominate the block as businesses on Leon and Lawrence only have 
night time activity. Plan needs to support diverse business uses to invite different 
activity and users at all hours. 

• Look for ways to encourage activity for all populations. Consider how zoning and 
licensing make it difficult to draw people toward the Civic Block from Bernard (i.e. 
events at Metro have faced challenges with signage and promotion.) Food vendor 
licensing should be explored. 

• More linkages such as a green corridor or boardwalk in the middle 
of civic block would motivate people to move. Consider 
incorporating picnic spaces and all-weather connections between 
key buildings. A North/South (i.e. through Kasugai) connection and 
a West/East connection should be a priority.  
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• Paths should have good sightlines, public washrooms and natural light and support all 
seasons.  Emphasis should be on creating a connection between Prospera Arena and 
Bernard.  

• Current developments discourage activity and community living. The configuration of 
the museum footprint makes it feel like a bunker. The four walls of Kasugai gardens 
create barriers to public movement. New parkades are impersonal, multi-storey 
buildings that are institutional and not friendly to the pedestrian experience. The 
lakefront is the major draw and does not link to any other key spine. There are no 
critical destinations within the civic block to draw the public. 

• Design could enhance interest in the area. Consider building neighborhoods with 
stepped heights and lots of green feature. Public courtyards are important ways to 
soften tower development.  Encourage use of brick and glass to celebrate the heritage 
style that is already dominant on Bernard. Look to Portland, Oregon, and Robson 
Square and Coal Harbor in Vancouver for design (i.e. Portland uses facades to disguise 
surface parking lots.) 

• Wayfinding signage could be used to assist with navigation, help define the cultural 
district and distinguish the area from the waterfront. 

• Walking, biking and transit should be celebrated in the civic block. More food options, 
street performers, public seats, wider sidewalks, and safe areas for children’s 
activities (i.e. scooters) should be encouraged. Options to close Doyle between Ellis 
and Water, and repurpose Smith Avenue should be considered. 

 

 


